
 

Report of NAPSIPAG-CSLG/JNU/ICSSR  Workshop on 

“Leadership, Land and Local Resources at the eve of the MDG deadline of 2015” 

Recently in June (20-22), administrators, academia and practitioners from the Asia 

Pacific region came together to discuss “Leadership, Land and Local Resources at the eve 

of the MDG deadline of 2015” . Interestingly, the international scholars  did not converge 

at a five star hotel but at a modest Ecoashram in the midst of forest villages adjoining 

Rajaji National Park at Medawala in Dehradun. The winding road journey through the 

scraped mountains, intruding through the animal habitats in the forests and uprooted 

embankments due to the rage of obstructed Ganga catchment revealed a perfect life story 

for the workshop as it begun. The workshop was organized by the Network of Asia 

Pacific Schools and Institutes of Public Administration and Governance(NAPSIPAG), 

located at the Centre for the Study of Law and Governance at Jawaharalal Nehru 

University. It was generously supported by the Indian Council of Social Science 

Research (ICSSR) which shows their insight and sentiments for workshops which are 

closer to life and meaningful for the communities in a multicultural manner. 

Discourse on leadership , land and local resources has been big city centric. The voices 

from the periphery have not made sufficient impact upon the core policy formulations 

which drastically affect the way  poor people live in the Asia Pacific. The 

mismanagement of land as a primary resource  of self-governance and poverty reduction 

has been further exacerbated by the lack of leadership in the Asia Pacific countries. 

Inability of leaders to synchronize and coordinate many constructs of history with local 

development such as cultural norms with scientific progress, customary institutions with 

land management and equity as a sacrosanct theme for progress across communities, 

regions, sex and species. This lack of firm, knowledgeable and effective leadership has 

created a vested interest in the continuation of poverty, divisiveness, capacity deficits and 

deepening divides between the rich and the poor. In such a fundamentally flawed 

governance system the achievement of MDGs may remain difficult and therefore the 

goals of poverty reduction, health and well being may not be achieved as 

desired.Through this workshop an effort is being made to transcend the mainstream 

discourses on well being. 



 

The workshop made efforts to generate capacity of decision makers to answer three 

fundamental questions: 

How much land does a man need?How much could he consume?How greed is translated 

into laws?  

The IMG (Trivendrum) Director General Dr. Nivedita P. Haran( IAS) in her keynote 

highlighted that every administrator starts his career with land and gradually gets 

completely distanced from it. Environmental lawyer M.C.Mehta brought out the gaps in 

the land acquisition policies which has allowed its exploitation in defiance of the value of 

ecosystems and the species which it nurtures. The land based ecological economics has 

developed as a discipline in USA but Asian institutions including the judiciary has not 

taken sufficient cognizance of all assets such as local knowledge, community bonding 

which is required to implement welfare policies, ecosystem nourishment, exclusion of 

inhabitants and a subsequent rise of land mafia in the form of developers and realty 

traders which then onwards become drivers of development.  

Scholars and administrators from nine Asian countries including Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Philippines besides countries of  South Asia reiterated that the rise of consumerism has 

been pushed by the arbitrary sale and acquisition of land irrespective of the ecosystem 

vulnerability and consideration of high risk zones. As cash income is generated, more 

earned income is lost for rebuilding lives and environment which despite the public 

investment never resuscitates the dead ecology. Prof. ShreeKrishna Shrestha (Nepal), Ms. 

Erna Erawati & Mr. Sutarto Mochtar (administrators scholars from Indonesia),Mr. KD 

Chitrapala , Mr.Kamal Pathmasiri and DPS Chandrakumara (Administrators/scholars 

from SriLanka) reiterated that the practices across the Asian countries has been similar as 

all these countries are now locked in a very consumeristic pattern of growth which need 

to be replaced with the vision of Asiatic philosophy of conservation and co-existence.  

The Philippine scholars Prof. Isiaih Sealz & Dr. Clarisa Sia linked the misuse of land to 

the rise of freebee welfare NGOs or militant groups which promote or pressurize change 

in land policies.They had a plan for reform administrative and training procedures for 

implementers. SriLanka’s Prof. Lalitha Fernando and Prof. Neena Joseph (India) found a 

link of gender violence and subjugation with land mismanagement. Bangladesh scholar 



Prof. Shamsur Rahman suggested a grassroot decentralized developmental planning 

which would be more inclusive and open to indigenous wisdom and challenges. Prof. 

Mohd. Ahmad Martadha and Dr. Raudah Danila from Malaysia highlighted land 

management in Malaysia and the common problems for which citizens demand legal 

changes in bureaucracy procedures.From Nepal, a detailed research study on bureaucracy 

was presented by Dr. Narendra Paudal joined by Prof. Govind Dhakal and Prof. Teknath 

Dhakal. Prof. Akmal Wasim from Pakistan insisted that patterns of growth are becoming 

more and more segregated and fragmented despite the fact that interdisciplinarity and 

convergence is now being practiced in planning across South Asia. This view was closely 

shared by most Indian delegates especially Prof. RabindraNath Bhattacharyya and the 

Prof. KC Baiju.Dr. Jayashree and Dr. Anishia Jayadev highlighted the need for a pro-

active role of district administration towards conservation issues. A close to life 

presentation on Ganga management plans was done by Dr. Vinay Sharma and followed 

by a set of presentations by administrative scholars who were posted in the Dehradun and 

Rishikesh hills and had prepared plans for land and river management ie; Dr.Rajat 

Agrwal, Mr. Kapil Joshi and Dr. Aditya Gautam. They lamented that much of this has 

never been implemented despite their passionate contribution to empirical studies on 

planning. Leadership to implement was one of the biggest casualty in India and this was 

found to be much more than what it was in other South and South-East Asian 

countries.The conference brought down many myths about the India’s progressive image 

since this progress was being fast nibbled by  the uncontrollable bureaucratic corruption 

which is now the practiced norm in land management departments of government.   

 

 The papers suggested that much of this distancing between land ecosystems and citizens 

is taking place as vested interests create opaque boundaries to conceal corrupt 

transactions as change of land use takes place through laws and ordinances. While the Lal 

Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration has a serious training deficit in an 

unimaginative and arbitrary journalistic teaching in their programmes for administrators, 

it is also a lack of political and district level leadership which fails to construct plans for 

development.This disjunction is the breeding ground for developers and real estate land 

grabbers. 



The session on land was held in the midst of the village forest area in Medawala where 

issues could be seen as they were being discussed. The trail of wild elephants sometimes 

blocking movement of delegates exposed the thoughtless building of roads and railway 

tracks through habitats which were supposed to be pristine and free of human 

interference. The man-animal conflict is also man created through land mismanagement. 

The  session on river management was held at a steep river turning point of Ganges 

catchment in Rishikesh valley where high-rise hotels and dense habitation has been 

allowed to grow to encourage tourism and realty rates. The devastation across the 

catchment zone was  self-explanatory  for participating stakeholders and delegates that 

the laws to protect river ecology have been dotted with greed inspired local planning. A 

large number of local ecologists, river conservators, activists and scholars from IIT 

Roorkee Ganga Projest  and Forest Officers joined hands with administrators to make 

‘convergence bottom up planning’ a reality in the whole of Asia as the land, rivers and 

ecosystem prosperity of which human beings are a fragment, observe no boundaries. 

 

Photographs are available on links as follows: 

https://plus.google.com/photos/117671301563844629514/albums/58943744615133542
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https://plus.google.com/photos/117671301563844629514/albums/58943839593554211
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https://plus.google.com/photos/117671301563844629514/albums/58944056150095277
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